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Abstract: The article tries to find out the customer satisfaction 

towards air-conditioner users in Chennai city. Two objective of 

this study is reached through proper methodology. Sample size 

was 200. Convenience sampling technique was used in this 

study.  Reliability of this tool is 0.82 and 0.88. Analysis was done 

through path analysis. It is found that there is influence of brand 

preference and factors determining purchase of air-conditioner 

on customer satisfaction towards air-conditioner.  Research also 

identified that there is influence of customer satisfaction on 

brand loyalty towards air-conditioner. Hence, it is concluded 

that distributers and marketers require to framework best 

pricing strategies, star ratings, warranty and guarantee, product 

quality etc. 

 

Keywords: Convenience Sampling Technique, Customer 

Satisfaction, Brand Preference, Brand Loyalty And Factors 

Determining Purchase of Air-Conditioner.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Customer satisfaction is the one which is related to the 

individual consumer’s perception over expected the 

performance of the air-conditioner with respect to consumer 

expectations (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2010; Armstrong & 

Kotler, 2010). Oliver (2010) opined that the satisfaction is 

the customer’s fulfillment response. It is the personal 

judgment over an air-conditioner or service feature, which 

offers an agreeable level of consumption-related fulfillment. 

Zeithaml, et al. (2009) argued that breakdown to convene 

customer needs is unspecified to result in displeasure with 

the product of service. Hoyer and McInnis (2001) noticed and 

stated that satisfaction can be connected with approaches of 

excitement, acceptance, relief, happiness, and delight.  

Customer satisfaction has been attempted for a very long 

time to understand, to identify and to recognize in the field of 

marketing thoughts and practices. From the previous three 

decades or so customers’ satisfaction was considered as a 

centralized idea as well as an essential goal to reach the 

target of sales in all business actions (Fornell, Anderson, and 

Lehmann 1994).  

There are two different conceptualizations about customer 

satisfaction; one is transaction-specific satisfaction and the 
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additional is growing satisfaction. Transaction- specific 

satisfaction provided particular analytic information about a 

exacting product or service meet by the customer (Lam et al. 

2004) Transaction- specific satisfaction increasing customer 

satisfaction is an overall assessment based on the total 

purchase and utilization experiences of the consumer with a 

product or service over a span of time (Anderson, et al. 

1994); this type of satisfaction is more fundamental and 

useful than that of the business transaction – specific 

consumer satisfaction. Cumulative customer satisfaction is 

more comprehensive and efficient in predicting a consumers’ 

subsequent behavior as well as a firm’s past, present and 

future performances. It is the increasing customer 

satisfaction that encourages a firm to invest its time energy in 

understanding customer satisfaction (Wang, et al.2002). 

II.  REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Farbod Souri (2017) carries out a study to spot the connection 

between complete equity, complete loyalty and client 

satisfaction. To review analysis a sample of 384 customers 

was elite as a stepwise bunch. Information gathered by 

normal form with twenty three queries that its validity and 

dependability confirmed and was distributed among the 

applied math population. The study found that vital and 

positive relationship of brand name equity on client 

satisfaction and loyalty.  

Gopi Krishnan (2017) studied the analysis of user’s 

perception of client sturdy products: an empirical study with 

relevance province. A convenient sample of 902 shoppers 

United Nations agency owns white product white goods was 

chosen for the study. The study might modify to grasp the 

users’ read and expectations supported the utility of 

refrigerators and conjointly the manufacturer can be ready to 

fulfill the necessity of the respondents in keeping with their 

preferences and perception.  

Ritesh K. Patel (2013) conducted a study to spot the buyer 

preference towards purchase of electronic durable goods 

from retail malls. Descriptive analysis was undertaken. The 

scientist has used applied math techniques like Chi-square 

analysis and ANNOVA to succeedT inT atT conclusionT ofT thisT 

study.T StudyT foundT thatT theT factorsT likeT specificT priceT profit,T 

technologicalT factors,T promotionalT factors,T social-culture,T 

trustT factors,T satisfactionT withT retailT mallT squareT measureT 

mostT significantT factorsT thatT influenceT theT buyerT preference.T  

AslihanT Nasir,T etT al.T (2006)T hadT analyzedT theT factorsT 

influencingT consumer’sT laptopT computerT purchases.T 327T 

samplesT wereT utilizedT inT thisT study.T CorrelationT analysis,T 

ANOVAT andT frequencyT 
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analysisT wereT utilizedT inT thisT study.T TheT studyT showedT thatT 

coreT technicalT options,T postT purchaseT services,T worthT andT 

paymentT conditions,T peripheralT Specifications,T physicalT 

look,T priceT sideT options, and property and quality were the 

seven factors that were influencing consumers’ laptop 

computer purchases. What is more, worth and payment 

conditions issue shows vital distinction among the buyer 

teams within the purchase of laptop computer.  

He Xihao Stephen, et al. (2009) studied “Social influence on 

Consumers’ buying Behaviour and connected promoting 

strategy. This comparative study was conducted between 

U.S. and China. Two hundred respondents were utilized in 

this study. 3 forms of reference cluster influence 

(informational influence, utilitarian influence, and 

value-expressive influence) were thought-about. The study 

indicated that there have been vital variations within the 

cellular phone client buying patterns. Conjointly 3 reference 

teams influenced each U.S. and China consumers’ purchase 

behavior. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

 To findT enhancedT resultT toT theT researchT problem,T anT 

appropriateT researchT planT isT toT beT framedT (DavisT andT 

CosenzaT 1988;T CooperT andT SchindlerT 2001).T DescriptiveT 

researchT designT hasT beenT usedT forT theT currentT research.T 

DescriptiveT studyT isT aT fact-findingT examinationT withT 

sufficientT explanation.T  

 

Research Gap 

Through the past literatures it was identified that some 

unrevealed truths are with the durable which include air 

conditioner. Some of the research gaps so far identified are 

related to (1) the dimensional structure of brand loyalty needs 

further investigation, (2) the relationships between brand 

loyalty and its factors have not been fully discovered, and (3) 

the effect of brand of origin, on brand loyalty and its factors 

has not been still fully determined. 4) There are several 

studies about the air-conditioner; but this study mainly 

identified the knowledge gap to be filled in relation to the ‘air 

conditioner. 

 

 

Framework of the Study 

 

 
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework 

 

This framework of the study is unique in 

introducing the outcome variable brand loyalty, mediator 

variable customer satisfaction and independent variables 

such as brand preference and factors determining purchase of 

air-conditioner. 

 

Questionnaire Construction 

S.No. Variable Item Author 

1 Brand Preference 15 

Prasanna (2012) 
2 

Factors Determining 

Purchase of 

Air-conditioner 

12 

3 Customer Satisfaction 21 Self Designed 

4 Brand Loyalty 16 Nigel Douglas (2006) 

 

The brand preference scale was developed by Prasanna 

(2012). This variable includes 15 items; the statements are to 

lead to 5 point likert scale for the customers to respond. The 

factor determining purchase of air-conditioner scale was 

developed by Prasanna (2012).This variable includes 12 

items; the statements are to lead to 5 point likert scale for the 

customers to respond. The customer satisfaction scale was 

developed by the researcher. Customer satisfaction includes 

21 questions leading to 5 point likert scale for the customers 

to respond. The brand loyalty scale was developed by the 

Nigel Douglas (2006). It consists of 16 items for measuring 

three dimensions of customers 

towards brand loyalty in 

Chennai city.
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Table-II: Reliability Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ConvenienceT samplingT methodT isT dictatedT onlyT byT theT 

researcher’sT convenienceT andT notT toT otherT considerationsT 

(SrivastavaT (2008).T ThereT isT onlyT aT lessT effortT neededT toT 

collectT theT data.T ActuallyT noT preT planT ofT executingT isT there.T 

UnderT thisT techniqueT convenienceT samplingT wasT opted.T 

SampleT sizeT wasT 200.T TheT standardT deviationT forT thisT wasT 

0.62.T TheT samplingT areaT wasT ChennaiT city.T ForT allT theT itemsT 

inT theT questionnaireT construction,T theT reliabilityT scoresT 

rangedT fromT 0.78T toT 0.88.T ThisT showsT highT reliabilityT ofT theT 

statementsT inT theT questionnaires.T WithT theseT results,T 

fidelity,T stability,T andT adoptabilityT areT established.T  

 

Objective of the Study 

 To study the influence of brand preference and 

factors determining purchase of air-conditioner 

on customer satisfaction towards air-conditioner. 

 To identify the influence of customer satisfaction 

on brand loyalty towards air-conditioner. 

 

Hypotheses of the Study 

 There is no influence of brand preference on 

customer satisfaction towards air-conditioner. 

 There is no influence of factors determining 

purchase of air-conditioner on customer 

satisfaction towards air-conditioner. 

 There is no influence of brand preference on brand 

loyalty towards air-conditioner. 

 There is no influence of factors determining 

purchase of air-conditioner on brand loyalty 

towards air-conditioner. 

 There is no influence of customer satisfaction on 

brand loyalty towards air-conditioner. 

 

Sampling Technique 

ConvenienceT samplingT techniqueT wasT usedT forT theT study.T 

SrivastavaT (2008)T thereT isT onlyT aT lessT effortT needT toT collectT 

theT data.T ActuallyT noT preT planT ofT executingT isT there.T  

 

Data Collection  

TheT sampleT sizeT ofT theT studyT isT 200T inT all.T TheT studyT wasT 

conductedT inT Chennai,T TamilT Nadu.T QuestionnaireT withT 5T 

pointT scaleT isT used.T  

 

Statistical Tool Used 

PathT analysisT wasT adoptedT inT thisT study.T ItT isT usedT toT 

knowT theT correlationT andT regressionT ofT independentT 

variablesT withT respectT toT customerT satisfaction.T LikewiseT theT 

outcomeT variableT brandT loyalty,T mediatorT variableT customerT 

satisfactionT andT independentT variablesT suchT asT brandT 

preferenceT andT factorsT determiningT purchaseT ofT 

air-conditioner. 

IV. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

Table-III: Type of Air-conditioner 

Variable Category Frequency Percentage 

Type of 

Washing 

Machine  

Split AC 140 70.00 

Window AC 48 24.00 

Others 12 6.00 

Total 200 100.00 

Source: primary data 

 

Table III shows type of the air-conditioner. Out of the 200 

customers 140 customers i.e. 70% of them are using split 

air-conditioner, whereas 48 customers i.e.  24% of them are 

using windows air-conditioner and 12 customers i.e. 6% of 

them are using other types of air-conditioner. 

 

Table-IV: Brand of Air-conditioner 

Variable Category Frequency Percentage 

Brand  

General 44 22.00 

Blue Star 24 12.00 

Voltas 20 10.00 

LG 14 7.00 

Others 98 49.00 

Total 200 100.00 

Source: primary data 

Table IV shows brand of the air-conditioner. Out of the 200 

customers 44 customers i.e. 22% of them are using General 

air-conditioner, whereas 24 customers i.e. 12% of them are 

using Blue star air-conditioner, whereas 20 customers i.e. 

10% of them are using Voltas air-conditioner, whereas 14 

customers i.e. 7% of them are using LG air-conditioner and 

98 customers i.e. 49% of them are using other brands of 

air-conditioner. 

Table-V: Model Fit Indication 

Chi- 

Square 

p RMSE

A 

GFI AFGI CFI NFI 

2.042 0.132 0.027 0.996 0.942 0.999 0.995 

FromT theT aboveT modelT fitT indicationT tableT itT isT 

originateT thatT theT computedT chi-squareT valueT wasT 2.042T andT 

pT valueT wasT 0.132T whichT wasT greaterT thanT 0.05,T whichT 

indicatesT thatT perfectlyT fit.T HereT GFIT andT AGFIT valuesT areT 

greaterT thanT 0.90T whichT symbolizeT itT isT aT goodT fit.T TheT 

calculatedT CFIT andT NFIT valuesT 

areT greaterT thanT 0.90T whichT 

meansT thatT itT wasT anT absolutelyT 

S.No. Variables item Reliability 

1 Brand Preference 15 0.88 

2 Factors Determining Purchase of Air-conditioner 12 0.82 

3 Customer Satisfaction 21 0.80 

4 Brand Loyalty 16 0.84 
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fit.T ItT isT foundT thatT RMSEAT valueT isT 0.027,T whichT wasT lessT 

thanT 0.08,T whichT showsT thatT itT isT absolutelyT fit. 

 

 

 
 

Table-VI: Regression Weights 

DV 
 

IV Estimate 
S.E

. 

C.R

. 

Bet

a 
p 

Customer 

Satisfaction 
<--- 

Factors Determining  

Purchase Of Air-conditioner 
0.109 0.109 3.003 0.320 *** 

Customer 

Satisfaction 
<--- Brand Preference 1.184 0.089 13.312 0.788 *** 

Brand Loyalty <--- Brand Preference 0.117 0.041 2.839 0.219 
0.00

5 

Brand Loyalty <--- 
Factors Determining  

Purchase Of Air-conditioner 
0.121 0.071 2.710 0.152 

0.01

7 

Brand Loyalty <--- Customer Satisfaction 0.435 0.063 6.882 0.445 *** 

Source: primary data 

 

 

 

Ho: There is no relationship between factors determining 

purchase of air-conditioner and brand preference.  

HA: There is no relationship between factors determining 

purchase of air-conditioner and brand preference.  

Through the path analysis, covariance weight as the value of 

CR is 7.398. The r value is 0.616 which indicates that 61.6% 

of relationship between factors determining purchase of 

air-conditioner and brand preference. The p value is 0.001; 

here the p value is less than 5% and the hypothesis is rejected. 

Hence, it is concluded that there is no relationship between 

factors determining purchase of air-conditioner and brand 

preference. 

V. FINDINGS 

 There is an influence of brand preference on customer 

satisfaction towards air-conditioner.  

 There is an influence of factors determining purchase 

of air-conditioner on customer satisfaction towards 

air-conditioner.  

 There is an influence of brand preference on brand 

loyalty towards air-conditioner.  

 There is an influence of factors determining purchase 

of air-conditioner on brand loyalty towards 

air-conditioner.  

 There is an impact of customer satisfaction on brand 

loyalty towards air-conditioner. 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

  It is found that 70% of the customers own split 

air-conditioner, and there is a possibility for 

manufactures to change them to the newest trend –  

other types of air-conditioner (Mobile air-conditioner 

and centralized air-conditioner).  

  It is found that there is low influence of factors 

determining purchase of air-conditioner on customer 

satisfaction. Hence, it is 

recommended that 

distributers and marketers 

require to framework best 
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pricing strategies, star ratings, warranty and guarantee, 

product quality etc.  

  It is identified that a few brands like LG and Voltas 

though they are few in numbers among the customers. 

Hence, it is recommended that manufactures and 

marketers can rely on exclusive feature of their 

air-conditioner (color/star ratings/technology etc.) to be 

the chosen brand among consumers.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The path analysis found that there is influence of brand 

preference and factors determining purchase of 

air-conditioner on customer satisfaction towards 

air-conditioner. The study also found that there is influence 

of customer satisfaction on brand loyalty towards 

air-conditioner. Hence, it is concluded that distributers and 

marketers require to framework best pricing strategies, star 

ratings, warranty and guarantee, product quality etc. 
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